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Source Patient Answer Patient Comment 
 

Practice Comment 

Offline  Extremely Likely Everyone is very nice and very good at the job Thank you for the lovely comments we try our best 

to ensure that our staff remain updated with their 

training 

 

Offline  Extremely Likely Always able to fit myself and family in for same day 

appointments, staff are so helpful, today dropped off 

urine sample at 3.30 pm – I had a phone call at just 

after 6:00 pm to advise results and prescription ready 

to collect – what a relief being 19 weeks pregnant and 

in discomfort. Thank you so much great GP Practice 

 

 

Great feedback which will be shared to the practice 

team 

 

Offline  Extremely Likely They were very understanding and caring and all the 

staff are friendly, 

 

Thank you for comments  

Offline  Extremely Likely I have seen Dr Hussain and he has been fantastic and I 

thank him for everything 

Thank You for your positive comments which will be 

shared with Dr Hussain 

 

Offline  Extremely Likely Because the practice is excellent in very way 

 

Thank you for positive feedback  

Offline Extremely Likely The staff are always very friendly and approachable. 

Following the loss of my grandmother the staff were 

extremely kind and compassionate especially Viv. I 

would recommend this practice to friends and family. 

 

Thank you for your feedback which will be shared 

with Viv and the rest of the team 

 

Offline Extremely Likely Tracey on reception has been excellent, professional 

and so helpful on every visit. 

 

Your comments are really appreciated. 

Offline Extremely Unlikely  Every time I order my daughters medication for her 

ADHD there is always a mess up -  

Thank you for sharing this issue with us I would be 

grateful if you could contact Ann Neville, Business 

Manager to discuss 

 

Offline Extremely Likely GPs and staff are always helpful Thank you for such good praise.  
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Offline Extremely Likely Staff on reception lovely and helpful, 7.30 pm for my 

daughter which surprised me. Reassurign to know apts 

available until 9 pm 

 

Thank You  your feedback , our practice is the host 

for the Darwen Locality Spoke Appointments. 

 

Offline Extremely Likely Came to spoke with my daughter – Danielle was very 

helpful and gave us both some water as it was hot. 

Lovely caring staff and very helpful, well done 

Danielle 

Thank You for your kind comments which will be 

shared with Danielle 

 

 

Offline Extremely Likely Professional, friendly and usually offer a very quick, 

efficient service. 5 Stars*****  

Thank you for the positive feedback which can be 

shared with the whole team 

 

Offline Extremely Likely Vic, amazing staff, very helpful, very knowledgeable 

and understanding. Would highly recommend. 

 

Thank you for the positive feedback  

Offline Extremely Likely All the receptionists are very helpful and try very hard 

to help patents as much as possible. 

That is lovely to hear as the receptionist do , do a 

great job which is often difficult. 

 

 

Offline Extremely Likely Very Kind and friendly staff and GPs Thank you for the great comments 

 

Offline Extremely Likely Everyone is lovely, Fiona the Practice Nurse is 

understanding and Dr Dalton is absolutely great 

Thank you for the feedback which can be shared with 

Fiona and Dr Dalton 

Offline Extremely Likely Staff always polite and helpful 

 

 

Great comments 

Offline Extremely Likely I have been seeing Dr Hussain and he is an amazing 

GP, these are few and far between. Reception staff are 

always helpful and smiling 

 

I am sure Dr Hussain will be really pleased with the 

comments as will the Reception Team 

Offline Extremely Likely Excellent service and very nice who work on 

reception. 

I am really pleased at how many great comments are 

being said about our amazing reception team. 

 

Offline Extremely Likely Cannot improve on 100% Wow, what can I say. 

 

Offline Extremely Likely Brilliant service Thank you for the great comments 
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24Comments 

23 Extremely Likely 

1 Extremely Unlikely 

 

Offline Extremely Likely Always cheerful and very helpful 

 

Thank you for the positive feedback 

Offline Extremely Likely Whenever we request anything it is always done on the 

time we are told if not earlier. 

 

Thank you for the great comments 

Offline Extremely Likely Excellent, all members of staff  

 

Thank you for the positive comments 


